ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR PAPERS
2015 International Convention on Contribution of Engineering Profession to the Society and Civilization
Third Convention & 23rd GA Meeting of 2015 FEIAP
5-7 July, 2015, Taipei, Taiwan

ORGANIZED BY
Chinese Institute of Engineers
Institute of Engineering Education Taiwan

INTRODUCTION
The Third Convention of 2015 FEIAP will be held on 5-7 July 2015, jointed with the 23rd GA Meeting of FEIAP at Taipei, Taiwan.

FEIAP
FEIAP is an international non-profit professional organization. It was formerly named the Federation of Engineering Institutions of Southeast Asia and the Pacific (FEISEAP), which was founded in July 1978. Being an independent umbrella organization for the engineering institutions in the Southeast Asia and the Pacific region, the objectives of FEISEAP were to encourage the application of technical progress to economic and social advancement throughout the world; to advance engineering as a profession in the interest of all people; and to foster peace throughout the world.

The Federation was an international member of the World Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO) that pursues objectives similar to those of FEISEAP on a global scale. At the 14th General Assembly of FEISEAP held in Cebu, Philippines, in November, 2007, it was agreed that the Constitution of the Federation should be reviewed to more clearly define its objectives and to broaden the scope of participants eligible for membership. This version of the Constitution was unanimously adopted by the Special General Assembly of the Federation held in Hanoi, Viet Nam, June 2008. The Constitution incorporates a change to the present name as the Federation of Engineering Institutions of Southeast Asia and the Pacific (FEIAP). The website of the FEIAP is http://www.feiap.org/index.php/.

CONVENTION THEME
Main Theme: Contribution of Engineering Profession to the Society and Civilization.

All papers related to the main theme are welcome. Other papers associated with the following standing committees subjects are also encouraged to be submitted:
1. Engineering Education
2. Environmental Engineering
3. Natural Disaster Support Engineering

INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS
All papers must be submitted in English. An abstract of about 600 words is required for each paper. The abstract should include the title of the paper, keywords, name(s) of the author(s) and organization(s). The corresponding author should provide postal address, telephone/fax number and email address. Abstracts can be submitted via post, fax or email. All abstracts should be marked with the relevant themes. Authors of accepted papers are required to prepare a ten-page full paper manuscript according to specified camera-ready format. The Organizing committee will review both the abstracts and the final manuscripts. For detailed information, please see the conference website, or contact the secretariat.

IMPORTANT DATES
Deadline for abstract 15 January 2015
Notification of acceptance 31 January 2015
Deadline of manuscript in PDF 30 April 2015
Notification of manuscript acceptance 31 May 2015

REGISTRATION FEES AND ACCOMMODATIONS
The registration fees will be US$660 for normal delegates, US$200 for students and for accompanying persons.
Convention delegates will stay in Howard Civil Service International House. The exact prices of the hotel will be made available in the final announcement by the end of March 2015.

ACTIVITIES
Technical tours will be scheduled for all participants during the convention. Sightseeing tours in the neighborhood of Taipei will be conducted for accompanying spouses and guests.

CONVENTION SECRETARIAT
Chinese Institute of Engineers
FEIAP Convention
TEL: +886-2-2392-5128 · Fax: +886-2-2397-3003
Email: ciefeiap2015@cie.org.tw
http://www.ciefeiap2015.org.tw